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the latest sailor moon movie, sailor stars alight, was released
in 2015, but the movie itself has not been received well. many
fans were upset that the dialogue was entirely in english and
the major characters were american. the character designs
were also a mix between american and japanese, meaning
that american fans may not be able to understand japanese

characters. the movie did poorly at the box office and did not
continue the story. sailor stars alight is the first sailor moon
movie to be rated pg-13. many fans, such as global news,

think this could be because it was dubbed in english. though
english is the official language of japan, it is not the only

language spoken in the country. the japanese version of sailor
moon is so famous that in japan, the characters can be seen
and heard everywhere. in american pop culture, however,
english is the only language kids can understand, so even

though the japanese version of sailor moon is really popular, it
is not as popular in the united states. sailor stars alight was

the first adaptation of the series in eight years. it was directed
by kunihiko ikuhara, who also directed the original series. it

was released in theaters in japan, but it has not been released
in america. a new english dub of the movie has been recorded
for the new sailor moon crystal, but no information about the
content of the dub has been released. it will also be the first
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sailor moon to be released in america without censorship.
americans have not been as happy with sailor moon as they

have with the other adaptations. though it is in the public
domain, it is unlikely that the anime will be rerun in the united

states anytime soon.
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